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Executive Summary 

 

The potential of cyberspace has been identified by terror organizations over a decade ago however in recent 

years there is a significant increase in the scope of their use of cyberspace as well as with the level of 

sophistication of such use. At first, terror organizations used static web sites, then some interactive elements 

have been incorporated into them and to date with the prevalence of social media and various apps, terror 

organizations are fully interactive. On that note, as far as “cyber for terrorists” is concerned, ISIS is considered 

an innovative trail blazer.  

The traditional hierarchal structure of a terror organization is undergoing changes in recent years. Thus, in 

light of the growing accessibility to the internet, alongside the traditional hierarchy in territories under the 

direct physical control (or reach) of the organization there is a web-based network in other territories.  

Within the period covered by this report, terrorist activity has been identified in three main areas: 

The operational-administrative area. This where most of the activity has been observed. It includes 

communications, propaganda, recruitment, Psy-ops, training, intelligence gathering, data share and finance. 

One of the major trends I this area is the increased use of growing number of platforms (social networks, 

apps, forums etc.) that are being used for the above and the more targeted message to the audience using 

each platform. Another growing trend is the use of virtual currency to fund terror. 

The defensive area. This deals with information security and manuals for safe and anonymous use of the 

internet have been published by terror organizations. 

The offensive area. The use of cyberspace here was intended to serve the operational-administrative area 

(e.g. defacing or disabling other web sites, hacking, publication of kill lists etc.). Terror organizations don’t 

own independent cyber-attack capabilities, YET, however these may be acquired online or provided by state 

actors.  
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Operations 

 

Propaganda and Recruitment 

 

Identifying the potential of the internet as a messaging platform coupled with up to date knowledge of high 

technology, software, web sites and social media improve terror organizations’ effectiveness, ISIS. Terror 

organizations’ propaganda strategy has significantly evolved in the past decade due to two major 

processes. First, the emergence of new platforms in cyberspace and the migration of users from web sites 

and forums into social networks. Second, the emergence of new actors, ISIS in particular, expanded the scope 

of use of cyberspace, as follows: 

- Nashir news agency, a media group affiliated with ISIS reported an option to follow ISIS publications on 

a new platform named Koonekti and provided a link for it1. 

- A media group named The Electronic Khalifate Army, affiliated with ISIS called upon the organization’s 

supporters to beef up ISIS propaganda on Instagram2. 

- A group of social media activists affiliated with Salafist jihadists in the Idlib region, Syria, have opened a 

Telegram account on May 5th, 2019 and titled it “Break the Media Silence”. Per this group, the account 

was meant to raise the international community’s awareness to the severe Russian and Syrian attacks 

against the civilian population in Idlib. The group launched #Don’tStaySilentNoMatteWhat and uploaded 

the banner below calling for “revolutionary activists in Syria, all media persons, writers and intellectuals 

to assist by sharing this tag, to broadcast the Syrian revolution simultaneous with the military campaign 

of the Russian occupier against the free Syrian north. The date: as of Friday, the 12th day of Ramadan, 

coincides with May 17th, 2019. The time: 17:00 hours” (see photograph below)3. 

                                                 
1 24.4.19. Telegram; https://koonekti.com/post/4626_وكالة-ناشر-نيوز.html 
2 8.5.19. Telegram. 
3 17.5.19. Telegram 

https://koonekti.com/post/4626_%D9%88%D9%83%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A9-%D9%86%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%B1-%D9%86%D9%8A%D9%88%D8%B2.html
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- A group of Telegram activists named Bank-Al Ansar, assisting with ISIS propaganda on Telegram 

announced to provide ISIS supporters with telegram accounts it opened, to assist with the dissemination 

of clips produced by ISIS under the name of “The best result is reserved for those who trust [Allah]” that 

documented ISIS operatives in different provinces pledge their allegiance to Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi. 

Alongside this campaign the group announced that it intended to disseminate the clips on Facebook and 

called ISIS supporters to assist with this campaign as well4. 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 16.6.19. Telegram. 
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- An activist calling himself “Al Maqdisi”, assisting with ISIS propaganda uploaded to telegram accounts 

identified with ISIS a banner in English and Arabic calling Muslims to partake in ISIS propaganda in light 

of the attack the organization is under in word media5. 

 

 

 

- A media outlet called The Sunni Shield, assisting with ISIS propaganda, posted a series of banners calling 

Muslims to emigrate from their homes to ISIS territories to fight for ISIS6  

 

 

 

A banner calling Muslims to emigrate and fight alongside a Quran verse stressing the importance of fighting for Allah 

 

                                                 
5 16.7.19. Telegram. 
6 20.6.19. Telegram. 
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Financing 

 

In January 2018, ICT published a review of jihadist use of crypto currency. We kept monitoring this space and 

followed up on the cases we had flagged as well as monitored new cases. During Q2/2019 it seems that this 

use has picked up as follows: 

Jahezuna 

 

- The campaign organizers are an online propaganda unit called The Ibn Taymiyya Media Center (ITMC) 

located in Gaza and forms the media group for Mujahideen Shura Council in the Environs of Jerusalem, 

a cluster of jihadi Salafist groups in Gaza. In Q2/2019 three fund transfer have been made to the 

organization’s Bitcoin wallet, all three for low amounts ($135, $138 and $227) (July 16th, 2019). 

ISIS 

 

- Akhbar Al Muslimin web site, that broadcasts ISIS’ news, continued its online fundraising campaign it 

started in 2017. The site is sometimes on the regular internet and sometimes on the dark web. As can be 

seen below the web site has been last updated on April 1st, 2019.The news on the site are accompanied 

by a link encouraging a donation via Bitcoin. Clicking the link leads to a December 17th, 2017 web page 

and any click generates a unique Bitcoin wallet for the donor. We dwelled on the uniqueness of this 

method in our 2018 publication "Jihadi Use of Virtual Currency" and it is interesting to see that Akhbar 

Al Muslimin as well as Hamas are using this fundraising method. 

 

 

Left:  the donation page from 2017; Right: updated news page with a link to Bitcoin donation  (Source: Akhbar Al Muslimin web site) 
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Hamas 

- The Bitcoin fund raising campaign launched in March has kept going in Q2/2019 and the following 

transactions have been identified:  

o Wallet 17QAWGVpFV4gZ25NQug46e5mBho4uDP6MD received six transfer, most of which 

amounted to tens of dollars and one transfer of $2,519 (July 16th, 2019). 

o Wallet 3PajPWymUexhewHPczmLQ8CMYatKAGNj3y had three transactions each of 

which less than $100, two payments and one deposit (July 16th, 2019). 

 

Al Sadaqa 

 

- Al Sadaqa is an online organization focused on fund raising for the mujahidin in Syria. It has been trying 

to raise funds in Bitcoin since the end of 2018. It is active on Twitter, Telegram and likely on a web site 

with the suffix “.onion”. in Q2/2019 no transactions have been observed on its wallet 

(15K9Zj1AU2hjT3ebZMtWqDsMv3fFxTNwpf). 

 

Sadaqa Coins 

- This is a crowd funding darknet site focused on collecting charitable donations for mujahidin 

(sadaqabmnor4ufnj.onion) via Bitcoin or Monero. It has versions in five languages: English, Arabic, 

German, Swedish and Turkish each of which offers the reader, alongside quotations from the Quran to 

donate to an existing project or suggest a new one. Their wallet is  14gymFijxkFzbxbacbP9ioGndsqHRuJJT 

and as of July 16th, 2019 it was still empty. 

 

Channel Telegram Hamas Right: Telegram; Hamas from Banner Left: 
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Salafi Nation Army 

- This Gaza based jihadi Salafist organization has been keeping its Bitcoin fundraising campaign going during 

Q2/2019. Per campaign organizers, the campaign is aiming to supply the organization’s fighters with 

weapons and ammunition and train them for a future conflict with Israel7. 

 

 

 

 

- Saladin Brigades, an Islamic faction in Gaza has been keeping its online fundraising campaign on social 

media during Q2/2019. Within the campaign the organization asked for donations in Bitcoin to 

manufacture missiles and rockets to be launched at Israel.  During the campaign the organization uploaded 

to its Telegram account photos of missiles which it claimed have been produced with the donations8. 

                                                 
7 Apr-Jun, 2019. Telegram. 
8 Apr-Jun, 2019. Telegram. 

Sadaqa Coins screenshot 
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- Online fundraising campaign by Islamist Syrian rebels affiliated with Hayat Tahrir Al Sham in Idlib (Northern 

Syria) have been continuing a campaign titled “leave a mark before you go by supporting the families of 

shahids and mujahidin”. The campaign calls for Bitcoin donations through dedicated links which will be 

used to shahids and their families. During the campaign banners and flyers on the importance of donations 

to buy food for the above for Id Al Fitr were disseminated9.  

 

 
Right to left: a banner with a WhatsApp address for Bitcoin donations for the campaign; A banner detailing the use of funds, which regions 

and what has been acquired in April  

 

- At the beginning of June, likely identified with Hayat Tahrir Al Sham, launched an online campaign titled 

“Fight through/Jahid Bi-Malak”. In the campaign banner it was written that the donations will assist jihadi 

activists fighting the enemy on all Syrian fronts. WhatsApp numbers have been provided to initiate 

contact. It should be noted that the campaign was not limited to cyberspace and banners were hung in 

the “real world” as well. Towards the end of June another banner was launched and said that in the  fifteen 

days that have elapsed since the campaign has been launched some $185,000 were collected. The banner 

had a clip embedded in it that documented the donations received10. On Telegram channels of activists 

                                                 
9 Apr-Jun, 2019. Telegram. 
10 June, 2019. Telegram. 
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connected with the campaign there were posts encouraging donors who wanted to deliver the donations 

directly to jihadi activists’ hands to accompany the campaign organizers to outposts were the fighters held 

posts. 

-  

 

 
Banner saying “Thanks to your support the jihad will continue” 

 

 

One of “Support your soldiers” campaign banners 
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One of “Support your soldiers” campaign posters 

 

 

 

post Telegram collected” been have $185,000 Money” Your Through “Fight launched we since assedp that days 15 the In" 

-  
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- An English Telegram channel by the name of “The Lives of Mujahidin in the Levant”, likely affiliated with 

Hayat Tahrir Al Sham, asked  to donate money for jihadists in Syria so that they could arm themselves and 

continue the fight with the Russian forces in Syria. For example, they said that for $150 they’d be able to 

buy 1,000 AK-47 bullets. They have also uploaded photos of jewelry donated by local Muslim women to 

jihadists. This Telegram channel was first observed at the beginning of June and it seems it is connected 

to the “Fight Through Your Money” campaign above11. 

 

 

 
Right to left: jewelry donated to jihadists; A Muslim woman giving money to jihadi activist in Idlib  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
11 June, 2019. Telegram. 
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Defense 

 
In the past two years the public and political pressure has been mounting on leading internet giants like the 

FANG companies, Microsoft etc. to increase their monitoring of the content passing through their 

platforms. In light of the above, terror organizations have been putting increasing efforts to increase the 

anonymity of their accounts and secure accounts and web sites associated with them. One of their 

activities is the systematic dissemination of manuals on information security and privacy preservation 

while using apps, the internet or devices such as servers, computers, cellular phones etc. The following are 

instances where the use of such manuals has been identified: 

 

Defense Manuals 

 

During Q2/2019, Afaq media group, focused on increasing jihadists’ awareness to taking safety measures 

online, published dozens of manuals on the subject. 

- Weekly newsletter on new developments in tech and security (vols. 34-46). For example, the stories 

dealt with security breaches in some of the most popular software, among them WinRAR. 

- A new series titled “Security Threats” launched at the beginning of May (see photo). The series includes 

warnings from spyware, suspicious apps and fictitious Telegram accounts encountered by ISIS activists. 

Attention was paid to a Telegram account seemingly belonging to an ISIS supporter that included an 

EXE file that opening it caused a malware/ransomware take control of the device (computer or cell 

phone). 
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- A manual on installing and using Tor on Android. 

- A manual on secure use of Telegram12. 

 

 

 

- A graph comparing the most common VPN software on the market. 

                                                 
12 3.7.19. Telegram.  
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Offense 

 
The nexus between virtual crime and global jihad is anecdotal however there is a growing trend of hackers 

joining the jihadi efforts in cyberspace. These are supported by the following findings in the time period 

covered by this report. 

 
Cyber Attacks 

 
During the report period, most of the groups active within United Cyber Caliphate (UCC) were dormant. As 

far as the trend goes there is a dramatic decrease in cyber attacks in Q2/2019. Among the groups that were 

active: 

 
Caliphate Cyber Shield  
 
- After they announced themselves on January 2019, Caliphate Cyber Shield (CCS), an offshoot of UCC, 

posted on April 18th, 2019 a message on Telegram addressed to “brothers supporting rogue groups 

claiming to be ISIS supporters” and warned that these groups are imposters trying to break into their 

computers. Special warning was given to groups calling themselves UCC or UCC affiliated. Also, they 

cautioned from visiting websites without using a VPN and follow APAC guidelines as far as information 

security is concerned. Further, CCS said that they didn’t advertise all the web sites it hacked but only a 

sample so that Allah’s enemies will not reconstruct these sites. Moreover, CCS warned of the following 
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groups: Ghost Squad, Ghost Group Security, LulzSec, CntrlSec, AnonTerror, AlbaghdadiHackSec, 

DawlahHackerDivision, KalachnikvTeam, Saryat Al-Inghimasyeen. The post was published in 

English, Arabic and Indonesian and was signed by Omar Al Qaisi, the High Commander of 

CCS. 

- A group of hackers identified with ISIS, called Cyber Revenge Army, claimed responsibility for Phillipines 

Government web site on May 20th, 2019 (see photo) and the Indian police web site on May 21st, 2019. Per 

the group the hacks were a revenge for infidel attacks against the organization13 

                                                 
13 21.5.19. Telegram. 
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International Counteraction 

 
Many countries came to realize in recent years that there is a real need to for a unique legislation in order 

to deal with cyber threats, terror related cyber threats included. Moreover, it becomes clearer and clearer 

that cyberspace does not leave a lot of room for each country’s counter terrorism agencies to 

independently contend with such threats due to lack of physical borders and the rapid pace of 

technological advancement. In the period covered by the report the following legislation activity has been 

identified: 
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Law, Policy and Regulatory Regime 

 

- Texas enacted a new law imposing a duty to report the authorities in case of in case of hacks into data 

bases as of January 2020. The duty is imposed on business and it is an updated to the current law that 

requires such notification on case the data breach involved details of over 250 Texans in a single incident. 

The governor signed it into law on June 14th, 2019 and the major changes in it in addition to the above is 

a 60-day timeframe for reporting the affected consumers and the attorney general. The notification 

should include detailed description of the data breach, how it occurred, the data used, the number of 

consumers affected, what protective measures have been taken by the business prior to the data breach 

and what measures will it take in the future and whether the police or other law enforcement agency is 

involved14. 

- The DOD announced the launch of a new program aimed at fortifying the defense of unclassified 

information available open to defense contractor. Until now the DOD relied on the  defense contractors 

however in June 2019 it announced that it started developing a process of security certifying information 

exchanged with such contractors. The program will include third party compliance monitoring through 

trusted third parties that will certify the level of compliance of the defense contractor (June 26th, 2019).15   

- The Chinese cyber authority (The Cyberspace Administration of China; CAC) published an administrative 

draft on information security to be part of the Chinese cyber security laws. Among the topics included in 

the draft: ex territorial jurisdiction, registration requirement, limiting business owners use of AI and Big 

Data, regulating targeted marketing and sanctions for violation (June 24th, 2019)16.   

- South Korea is beefing up its online child protection laws. From now on, companies will have to obtain 

parental or legal guardian consent in order to collect user information on children younger than fourteen 

years old. The parental consent may be given in writing via payment apps, smart phones, emails or snail 

mail. Companies that will not comply are subject to fines. The new rules, initiated by the Communications 

Regulator in South Korea, will be in force as of 2020 (June 24th, 2019)17. 

- In the U.S. a bill was introduced, that if entered into law will enable victims of cyber-attacks to hack back 

the attackers (which to date is illegal as it violates the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986). Hack back 

is widely addressed as the worst idea of information security and brings up many legal questions among 

them the identification of the attacker and lack of jurisdiction (June 13th, 2019)18. 

                                                 
14 https://www.natlawreview.com/article/texas-amends-state-breach-notification-law-and-creates-advisor-council-to-study 
15 https://www.natlawreview.com/article/cyber-update-dod-contractor-cybersecurity-certification-and-33-new-enhanced-controls 
16 https://www.natlawreview.com/article/china-s-draft-data-security-measures-and-how-they-compare-to-gdpr  
17 https://www.zdnet.com/article/south-korea-strengthens-child-data-protection-laws/  
18 https://www.cyberscoop.com/hack-back-bill-tom-graves-offensive-cybersecurity/ 

https://www.natlawreview.com/article/texas-amends-state-breach-notification-law-and-creates-advisor-council-to-study
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/texas-amends-state-breach-notification-law-and-creates-advisor-council-to-study
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/cyber-update-dod-contractor-cybersecurity-certification-and-33-new-enhanced-controls
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/cyber-update-dod-contractor-cybersecurity-certification-and-33-new-enhanced-controls
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/china-s-draft-data-security-measures-and-how-they-compare-to-gdpr
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/china-s-draft-data-security-measures-and-how-they-compare-to-gdpr
https://www.zdnet.com/article/south-korea-strengthens-child-data-protection-laws/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/south-korea-strengthens-child-data-protection-laws/
https://www.cyberscoop.com/hack-back-bill-tom-graves-offensive-cybersecurity/
https://www.cyberscoop.com/hack-back-bill-tom-graves-offensive-cybersecurity/
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- In Germany, the Homeland Security Ministry prepared a draft for a law allowing German Intelligence 

agencies to hack computers and smart phones. The hack would be available under a certain set of 

circumstances and is meant to intercept to and from radio and TV stations, their employees and free 

lance reporters. Human rights activists are concerned about invasion of privacy and infringement on the 

freedom of the press (June 8th, 2019)19.  

- Maine has passed legislation compelling ISPs to obtain explicit consent from its users prior to selling their 

personal information to third parties. ISPs are essentially the gate keepers of the internet and as such 

they can accumulate reams of data on its users. By creating a digital profile of the user, the ISPs can then 

sell this profile to third parties for targeted marketing campaigns (May 31st, 2019)20 . 

- Monetary fines for violating GDPR have grown by two million GBP in 2018 whereas the number of 

incidents handled by authorities dropped since 2017 (May 30th, 2019)21.  

- The EU will start imposing sanctions on cyber criminals: infrastructure attackers, sensitive business 

information thieves and election manipulators. The EU Council has formed a framework to enable the 

enforcement of such sanctions which include, inter alia, assets freeze and even prohibition to leave a 

certain territory when the attack was significant (May 17th, 2019)22. 

- The UK  published a white paper on online damage. The document is intended to control online content, 

forms a basis for future legislation and the public has been invited to comments on it. it describes anew 

regulatory regime  for the internet, aimed at preventing child abuse, abuse of weak populations and 

abuse of democracy though fake news. The rationale behind the document is to make web sites liable 

for an illegality of user content posted on its platform and compel corporations to improve supervision 

with regards to content posted on their platforms. In theory this mechanism would prevent hate speech, 

self-inflicting harm, terror recruitment, bullying and other offenses online (April 12th, 2019).23    

- Singapore introduced a bill aimed at protecting society and fighting fake news and other lies 

disseminated online and manipulations performed by bad actors which may divide society, spread hate 

and weaken democratic institutions. Should the bill be entered into law it will authorize the government 

to have complete discretion whether a content in question is true and assess the level of impact on that 

content on public interest. The minister will have the power to instruct on amending the content, 

removing it and/or shut down the account that posted it. Needless to say, the above raises grave 

concerns for human rights violations, especially freedom of speech (February 2nd, 2019)24. 

 

 

 

                                                 
19 https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/86818/intelligence/german-intelligence-hack-foreign-media.html 
20 https://www.zdnet.com/article/isps-must-now-ask-for-permission-before-selling-your-data-maine-rules/ 
21 https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/fines-enforcements-gdpr-1-1-1-1-1/  
22 https://www.dw.com/cda/en/eu-to-punish-cyberattackers-with-sanctions/a-48774646 
23 https://www.securityweek.com/uk-government-proposes-digital-harms-legislation-regulate-online-content 
24 https://www.zdnet.com/article/singapores-proposed-law-against-online-falsehoods-gives-government-full-discretion-over-definition/ 

https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/86818/intelligence/german-intelligence-hack-foreign-media.html
https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/86818/intelligence/german-intelligence-hack-foreign-media.html
https://www.zdnet.com/article/isps-must-now-ask-for-permission-before-selling-your-data-maine-rules/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/isps-must-now-ask-for-permission-before-selling-your-data-maine-rules/
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/fines-enforcements-gdpr-1-1-1-1-1/
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/fines-enforcements-gdpr-1-1-1-1-1/
https://www.dw.com/cda/en/eu-to-punish-cyberattackers-with-sanctions/a-48774646
https://www.dw.com/cda/en/eu-to-punish-cyberattackers-with-sanctions/a-48774646
https://www.securityweek.com/uk-government-proposes-digital-harms-legislation-regulate-online-content
https://www.securityweek.com/uk-government-proposes-digital-harms-legislation-regulate-online-content
https://www.zdnet.com/article/singapores-proposed-law-against-online-falsehoods-gives-government-full-discretion-over-definition/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/singapores-proposed-law-against-online-falsehoods-gives-government-full-discretion-over-definition/
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Military, Government and Critical Infrastructure 

 

- The U.S. Navy, together with academia and the private sector is working on a project intended to identify 

malware by the name of MalSee. It is an online detection and classification system. The unique 

technology enables virus identification which is 1,000 faster than the methods currently used by the 

public and makes use of signal processing, pattern recognition and machine learning (June 28th, 2019).25 

- The Singapore Minister of Defense, in a speech given at the Singapore Defense, Technology and Science 

conference (June 27th, 2019)26  calls for the regulation of the cyber warfare arena because even though 

armies are formed and threats evolved in the medium the rules of engagement are still unclear and there 

is a need to regulate cyber warfare through legislation to prevent loss of lives and major disruption to 

critical infrastructure. 

- In May, President Trump issued an executive order prohibiting U.S. companies from having commerce 

and trading relations with technology companies that pose a threat to national security. Although not 

specifically named in the order, the order apparently aimed at blocking Huawei27. In June, the U.S. added 

five more entities to the list: four corporations and a super computer research institute. These five 

entities were classified as entities operating contrary to U.S. national security or its international relations 

interests which means that without a permit from the U.S. government once cannot trade with them. 

This google and Intel severed ties with these corporations (June 24th, 2019)28. 

- Australia appointed Rachel Noble to head its Cyber Center. Ms. Noble’s background involves employment 

with Australia’s intelligence service, and she holds an MBA in technology management and a Cum Laude 

undergraduate degree in science. The appointment announcement said that her appointment was that 

of someone with a strong cyber background as well as national security and reflects the current threat 

environment. She is a strong leader which is an important trait in order to contend with today’s cyber 

security challenges (June 19th, 2019).29 

- The governor of Maryland signed an executive order instructing the fortification of cybersecurity 

throughout the state. This involves the appointment of a state information security administrator which 

will be entrusted with the formation of a new agency that will be in charge and coordinate cyber strategy 

and policy for all state agencies. Further it will coordinate the development and harmonization of all state 

agencies behavior within the information security field and submit recommendations for the construction 

and maintenance of state cyber capabilities to detect, defend, identify react, protect and recover  from 

information security threats30. 

                                                 
25 https://www.techradar.com/news/us-government-is-working-on-mysterious-malware-detection-project 
26 http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-06/26/c_138176204.htm 
27 https://www.techworm.net/2019/05/trump-huawei-us-market.html 
28 https://www.techworm.net/2019/05/trump-huawei-us-market.html 
29noble/-rachel-announced-head-acsc-whttps://www.zdnet.com/article/ne 29  
30 https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/30/cyber-command-deputy-leadership-1347150 

https://www.techradar.com/news/us-government-is-working-on-mysterious-malware-detection-project
https://www.techradar.com/news/us-government-is-working-on-mysterious-malware-detection-project
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-06/26/c_138176204.htm
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-06/26/c_138176204.htm
https://www.techworm.net/2019/05/trump-huawei-us-market.html
https://www.techworm.net/2019/05/trump-huawei-us-market.html
https://www.techworm.net/2019/05/trump-huawei-us-market.html
https://www.techworm.net/2019/05/trump-huawei-us-market.html
https://www.zdnet.com/article/new-acsc-head-announced-rachel-noble/
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/30/cyber-command-deputy-leadership-1347150
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/30/cyber-command-deputy-leadership-1347150
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- The head of the U.S. Cyber Command has appointed a new deputy following the retirement of his 

predecessor in March 2019. This appointment will beef up the effort to contend with cyber threats and 

foreign intervention in the 202 elections. The Army Cyber command, residing in the same campus as the 

NSA, plans to apply the lessons learned from Operation Synthetic Technology where it defended the 

election from foreign hackers. The effort included direct messages to the suspects to let them know their 

identity was known and they have been warned not to interfere with the elections. Within this effort the 

Cyber Command has executed its first (publicly known) attack which took down the Russian Internet 

Research Agency – a troll farm in St. Petersburg – on election day and the following days (March 30th, 

2019)31. 

- DOD’s agency for protection of information systems, published a series of 350 manuals on how to improve 

information security and help defend information systems and software in government and  business 

(May 23rd, 2019)32. 

- NY’s Department of Financial Services formed and information security unit whose job is to defend 

consumers and organizations in the field from cyber threats. This is the first time a financial regulator 

forms such a unit. the new unit will oversee the enforcement of the Financial Services Department’s cyber 

security regulations, information security advisory, cyber legislation recommendations, threat and trend 

analysis and cyber investigations (May 24th, 2019)33. 

- The U.S. Defense of Information Security department requested researchers to come up with ideas on 

defending critical information systems’ infrastructure from quantum computers. Even though the latter 

are still at their infancy, the military is concerned that their next generations will be able to slice through 

the present-day defenses of military networks (May 24th, 2019)34.  

- The UK will be investing 22 million GBP in new operational cyber centers. These centers will provide the 

British army with a 24/7 point of contact for cyber threat assessment and information and share 

intelligence with allies. The construction is due to start in 2020 (May 23rd, 2019). 

-  In Idaho a proposal to erect a twenty-seven kilometers electrical grid in a nuclear center in the eastern 

part of the state has been brought forward as part of the effort to bolster the defense of the electrical grid 

in the state.35 

- Singapore navy has opened a cyber center last November. The center is meant to strengthen the navy, 

Singapore ports and their critical infrastructure through early detection, monitoring, analysis and response 

                                                 
31 https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/30/cyber-command-deputy-leadership-1347150 
32 https://www.fifthdomain.com/disa/2019/05/28/the-dods-new-home-for-cybersecurity-standards/ 
33 https://www.securityweek.com/new-york-department-financial-services-launches-cybersecurity-unit 
34 https://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2019/05/pentagon-trying-secure-its-networks-against-quantum-codebreakers/157260/ 
35 https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/idaho/articles/2019-05-22/proposed-idaho-powerline-could-help-us-cybersecurity-efforts 
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to cyber-attacks. The center is modular and intends to assimilate new technologies as needed and contend 

with ever changing cyber threats (May 17th, 2019)36. 

-  The U.S. Cyber Command tasked the USMC cyber arm to handle global terror groups in cyber operations, 

thus far under the Army’s domain. The marines were first tasked with this mission in September 2018 

when the Ares Joint Task Force was formed to handle ISIS’ online activity and in May 2019 it was decided 

to permanently task the marines with handling terror organizations’ online activity. The marines will 

support JSOC that handles counter terrorism activity, including disruption of finances and communications 

of terror organizations (May 9th, 2019)37. 

- The Kenyan banking regulator announced that they will publish guidelines regarding cyber security for the 

financial services sector in order to prevent cyber-attacks on payment systems. The regulator has already 

published regulations on risk management for banks’ communications and information systems and 

routinely conducts inspections to make sure banks are protected from cyber-attacks. Further, the 

regulator said recently there has been an increase of cyber threats (May 3rd, 2019)38.  

- India formed a new cyber protection authority in New Delhi. It was formed to increase India’s  capacity to 

contend with multiple cyber threats coming daily from chinse and Pakistani hackers who are trying to 

penetrate its military networks on a daily basis. The new authority is one of three state authorities in 

formation following the permit given to Prime Minister Modi in the joint command convention in 2018. 

The two others are part of the special forces and the space agency. The new authority will have multiple 

capabilities currently under the authority of the military and it plans to deploy units of officers who will 

handle all aspects of cyber security. The teams of the three authorities are also planned to have a joint 

drill where they will be required to provide responses to a simulated attack on a critical military 

infrastructure (April 30th, 2019)39.  

- The Pentagon granted two tenders to technology companies to develop cloud-based systems that will 

isolate the internal internet networks from the rest of the internet and allow the employees to safely use 

the web. One tender was for $2.2 million and the other for $1.7 million. Considering its size and activity 

the Pentagon is a target of choice for hackers and other attackers. The department for the defense of 

information systems in the Pentagon deflects tens of millions of attacks on a daily basis and puts in a lot 

of resources to bolster the resilience of the internal networks. The new tender is supposed to function as 

a virtual “moat” that will block access ways to attackers. This will enable the employees to keep using the 

internet but instead of using the DOD information network, their use of the internet will be done via 

remote servers in federal server farms (April 25th, 2019)40. 

                                                 
36 https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/transport/new-maritime-cyber-security-centre-launched 
37 https://www.fifthdomain.com/dod/marine-corps/2019/05/09/marines-expand-their-reach-to-take-up-global-counterterror-cyber-mission/ 
38 http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-05/03/c_138031758.htm 
39 https://www.deccanchronicle.com/nation/current-affairs/300419/indias-defence-cyber-agency-to-start-this-may-will-be-based-in-new-d.html 
40 https://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2019/04/disa-awards-two-contracts-build-moat-around-pentagons-internet/156540/ 
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- DOD incentivizes technology suppliers working with it to report on security vulnerabilities. The initiative 

reflects the understanding that there are inherent difficulties working with supply chains, including the 

above security vulnerabilities. The DOD is interested in obtaining any potential vulnerability related 

information as soon as possible even at the price of incentivizing its suppliers to provide such information 

instantaneously (April 25th, 2019)41. 

- The U.S. Navy published a call for offers for a tender on Cyber Security 101 to be taught to soldiers as well 

as the development of simulations wherein the soldiers will be able to have a taste of different technics 

of cyber attacks and various emergency situations they are likely to encounter versus hackers, either state 

sponsored or not. It is a basic information security, encryption and communications program. The program 

will analyze offensive and defensive dimensions of cyber-attacks or cyber skirmishes, examine network 

architectures, technical methods and new initiative in cyberspace. Further the program will also discuss 

legal and state precedents to contend with bad actors in cyberspace (April 15th, 2019)42.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
41 https://fcw.com/articles/2019/04/25/dss-counterintel-incentives.aspx?admgarea=TC_Management 
42 https://www.theregister.co.uk/2019/04/15/us_navy_cybersecurity_curriculum/ 
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ABOUT THE ICT  

 

Founded in 1996, the International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT) is 

one of the leading academic institutes for counter-terrorism in the world, 

facilitating international cooperation in the global struggle against 

terrorism. ICT is an independent think tank providing expertise in 

terrorism, counter-terrorism, homeland security, threat vulnerability and 

risk assessment, intelligence analysis and national security and defense 

policy.  

ICT is a non-profit organization located at the 

Interdisciplinary Center (IDC), Herzliya, Israel which 

relies exclusively on private donations and revenue 

from events, projects and programs.  

     DESK-CYBER ICT ABOUT  

 

The Cyber Desk Review is a periodic report and analysis 

that addresses two main subjects: cyber-terrorism 

(offensive, defensive, and the media, and the main topics of 

jihadist discourse) and cyber-crime, whenever and 

wherever it is linked to jihad (funding, methods of attack). 

The Cyber Desk Review addresses the growing significance that cyberspace 

plays as a battlefield in current and future conflicts, as shown in the recent 

increase in cyber-attacks on political targets, crucial infrastructure, and the Web 

sites of commercial corporations 


